DAY 8: Awards Ceremony of Emirates Film Competition
and International Short Films Today
Highlights for Thursday, October 30, 2014



 World Premiere of QUEENS OF SYRIA
NOBI (FIRES ON THE PLAIN) by Shinya Tsukamoto and HUNGRY HEARTS
by Saverio Costanzo in Narrative Competition

Abu Dhabi, UAE – October 29, 2014: The Awards Ceremony of Emirates Film
Competition and International Short Film Competition that featured as part of
Abu Dhabi Film Festival 2014 will take place today at Emirates Palace Ballroom 3
at 20:00. Journalists are welcome to attend the photo call (19:30) and the
ceremony.
The World Premiere of SANAD-funded film QUEENS OF SYRIA, competing in the
Documentary Competition of ADFF 2014, will take place at VOX 4 at 19:15. The
film directed and cinematographed by Yasmin Fedda depicts the compelling story
of resilient Syrian refugee women in Jordan, who come together to perform the
Greek tragedy The Trojan Women and discover striking parallels of their lives in
the ancient story of uprooted and enslaved queens and princesses.
NOBI (FIRES ON THE PLAIN) by Japanese director of cult hits, legendary Shinya
Tsukamoto, is the celluloid re-telling of the 1959 anti-war film Fires on the Plain
set in the Philippines during WWII. In his own words, Tsukamoto moved away
from romanticising war and “injected the horrors and screams of those who died
in the jungle into every frame” of his movie. (VOX 6 at 21:00). The film is
included in ADFF’s Narrative Competition. Shinya Tsukamoto will attend the
premiere of the film today.
HUNGRY HEARTS, the cast of which won the Best Actor and Best Actress awards
at Venice Film Festival will feature at VOX 5 at 21:30. Directed by Italian
filmmaker Saverio Costanzo, the film is included in the Narrative Competition of
the festival. The film set in New York is a claustrophobic suspense drama about
post-natal depression and psychological breakdown. The director and female
lead of the film will be available for audience interaction. The director as well as
actress Alba Rohrwacher will be present.
American jazz music drama film WHIPLASH directed by Damien Chazelle, which
won the Best Film award at this year’s Sundance Festival, will have its screening
at Emirates Palace at 21:15. It tells the story of a music-obsessed youth, who

trains under a perfectionist master, who believes in whipping the talents out of
his pupils. The film is included in ADFF’s New Horizons Comeptition.
THE MAN FROM ORAN, the second feature film from the Algerian director Lyès
Salem and included in New Horizons, will be screened today at VOX 6 at 18:00.
American production POINT AND SHOOT by twice Oscar-nominated director
Marshall Curry, is competing in the ADFF Documentary section. (VOX 4 at
16:45) The film won the Best Documentary award at Tribeca Festival.
THE LOOK OF SILENCE directed by American filmmaker Joshua Oppenheimer is
the companion piece to his Oscar-nominated 2013 documentary The Act of
Killing, which looks at the 1965 Indonesian genocide. The documentary films the
confrontation of the aged killers by the brother of a victim. (VOX 4 at 21:15)
In the ADFF Showcase today will be the solo screening of Turkish film FISH by
veteran filmmaker Dervis Zaim (VOX 3 at 21:45). Part of Zaim’s nature trilogy,
the allegorical film is the tale of Kaya, who is tired by his poverty. Despite his
moral dilemmas, Kaya resorts to the over-exploitation of a lake’s fish resources
for greater profit and this leads to dire consequences.
Part of ADFF Showcase is French production THE CONNECTION directed by
Cedric Jimenez (Emirates Palace at 18:00) and featuring Academy Award
winning actor Jean Dujardin. The film is based on the true story of the legendary
judge Pierre Michel and his fight against the “French Connection”, a globally
operating drug cartel in the 1970s.
The restored 1980 François Truffaut classic THE LAST METRO will be presented
at VOX 2 at 21:00 today. The 2007 film DÉLICE PALOMA is the film featuring in
the Special Programme “The Arab Diaspora” today (VOX 2 at 18:15).
The Abu Dhabi Film Festival runs from October 23 until November 1. The
Ceremony for the winners of the Black Pearl Awards will take place on October
31.
For the daily press schedule please click here.
- Ends Pictures and Footage can be downloaded in the press centre on the
website.
adff.ae/pressmaterials
password: pressmaterials2014

For more information, please contact:
William Royce, twofour54: D: +971050 614 6653
E: william.royce@twofour54.com

About Abu Dhabi Film Festival
Abu Dhabi Film Festival (ADFF), powered by twofour54, is presented each
October to help create a vibrant film culture throughout the region. With a focus
on Arab cinema and the wealth of emerging and established film talent from
around the world, ADFF has become one of the most anticipated cultural events
in Abu Dhabi, helping to enhance the emirate as a hub of creativity.
Abu Dhabi Film Festival is committed to curating exceptional programs and
engaging and educating the local community with their own and other cultures
through the art of cinema. The films of Arab film directors are presented in
competition with those of the most respected film-makers from all over the
world.

About twofour54
twofour54, the commercial arm of the Media Zone Authority-Abu Dhabi, is a
leading media and entertainment hub in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region, aiming to nurture the development of creative industries in the
region through supporting talent, content development, and young
entrepreneurs.
As part of its mission to help Arabs realise their ambitions across diverse media
platforms, twofour54 provides financial support, a creativity lab that engages
members in creative projects, as well as training and networking opportunities
through tadreeb, and world-class production facilities through intaj. All of these
services are supported by its end-to-end business services provider, tawasol.

